
Hire the best and 
turn your business 
to perfection. 

When the requirements of customers are changing at a 

rapid pace, we connect you with our pre-vetted talent. 

Complete your hiring in a matter of days!

Start Hiring Now

Brands that trust us
YC backed companies who have worked with Crewscale to hire the right talent.

What are you waiting for?
For executing ideas, one needs a team of experts 
and for that, we are here to cover you! Start now 
with a 2-week risk-free trial.

Start Hiring Now

Why Choose Us?
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Time is ticking
We, at Crewscale, understand that money equals time and 
accelerate the hiring process through automated processes. Say 
goodbye to months of hiring process! We facilitate the end to end 
process in a week, let alone months.
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Quality over Quantity
All candidate profiles at Crewscale are initially vetted through 
automated parsing. The next evaluation happens through a 3-step 
process: The basic data structures and algorithms test, the domain 
expertise test, and a domain-specific project-based assessment.


03

Price assurance
You want to grow your business without burning a hole in your 
pocket right? We provide pre-vetted candidates with a price range 
of $20-80 per hour.

Crew Scale

Other Agencies

In-house Development

50$

80$

100$

Robert Simon
Web Developer

Andrea James
Web Designer

Jon Doe
Content Writer

Andrea Simon
Web Developer

Crewscale 

Quality Check

Client Time

Our Process

Connect with Us

Provide a brief of your requirements 
and leave the rest to us.
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Just get started!

Start with candidates and power 
your business with no deposit or 
minimum guarantee.

Find the perfect fit

Get to know your candidates and find 
that perfect fit for your business.

Get experts from a curated pool

Our automated engine connects you 
with potential candidates. 

UX/UI Designer

Front End Developer

5+ Years Experience
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